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and points to the more advanced possibilities, such as polar
ized fusion, as providing a general backup. 

Why fusion is cheaper 
Dr. Nuckolls begins by taking nuclear fission, which is 

significantly cheaper than coal, at its best, i:e':, by assuming • 

an infinite fuel supply, Possibly provided by a fission-fusion 
hybrid.breeder, and with an adva�ced reacto� design which. 
can be constructed within five years: "Fusion 'has two prin
cipal assets which could potentially confer a factor of two 
advantage. First, the typical fuel cycle cost for a light-water 
[fission-CBS] reactor is approximately 20 percent of the 
total busbar cost [cost at the point of transmission] of fission 
energy: With the hybrid 20 percent escalation factor, the 
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fission fuel costs would give fusion a 40 percent advantage 
• , " I . "' 

since its fuel costs are negligible. Second, there is another 
possible 4.0 percent adv�ntage which deriv�s from a c9.mbi
nation of two factors: the high quality of fusion energy and 
the fluid insulation of fusion reactor walls [the magnetic fields 
in ni�g�etic fusion reactors and liquId jets of lIthium in ICF , 
reactors..:-c.'B:S.]. These two factors taken together make 
p6ssibl� a 40 to 50 percent incteJse in the electrical !generat
�ng eJqciency.' Mult�plieci 'together, fusion's two 40 jpercent 
assets provide a twofold adVantage over fission." . 
,;' Dr.' Nuckoli� goes on 'to sho\Y that these assets far out

weigh fusion's liabilities. 

MHO electricitY gerteration' 
- Tlie most important 'new point raised'by Dr. Nuckolls in 
his London presentation is that inertial fusion can utilize the 
fai- mOre efficient'MHD method 'of electricity generation in a 
man�er that i�<�ot only technologically feasible but also si
mult;me�u�ly' sUG�es�fur in overcoming th� difficulties'inher
e'?t in ,high energy' neutr�ns produced 'in 'beuteriuin-Tritium 
(DT) fusion, tIlat form of fusion involving two' isotoPes of 
hYdfog�n. While Dr. Nuckolls prese'nts t,w6.r�actor'designs 

". 1; , \  I, . '  f l which make use of MHD eleCtrical generation,' here only one 
ot th6m ;will be described'in' detail: 'the' "neutro'n' pillbox 
MHO"'�ystei�. , "  , , " , v ,  ' 

It has often been pointed out thl�t if there existed some 
pr6ce'ss 'for directly conv«rting high�temper'ature fusion en
er�y output into .e,le<;tncity , then efficiencies of 99.99 percent 
could be achieved. Dr. Nuckolls lias detailed a process which 
can attai' n' �i least 70 'percent �fficiencies and thereby'double , , ' \'. , ' 
the potential electrical output of ah inertial fusion reactor. 

: I i \ .l_ • , I This process is technologically straightforward and solves 
Hl� neutf'on darfllige problem.' ;' " 

, 

Dr. :N,\lcko'Us and his' cpllabor�tors atlL�wrei:ice liver
more have'tumed the neutron problem on iis heai:t. The so
lUtion'is to surroUild' ICF'hplodiilg peliets with a pill-shaped 
mass of solid lithilnll. The fusion-generated rieutrons'aie then 
c�ptur�d �itHin this solid mass, ea'using it t� 'bfow up. 'But 
becaus�' 'neJtrons depositlihroughoJt the volume' of the lith
ium pillbox, the second explosion can be shaped by properly 
arranging the geometry of the pillbox. For example, the neu-
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tron deposition can be made to generate converging shock 
waves. And the energy density of thJ neutron (ieposition is 
still sufficient to_transform the pillbox lithium into a high 
temperature plasma. The final result is that the vast majority 

, of the fusion energy output can be transformed in straightfor-
ward manner into directed plasmaj7ts. 

' 

High-temperature plasma jets greatly simplify MHD 
electricity generation. And,. in general, plasma jets are ideal 
for all kinds of energy transformations, such as m,icrowave 
generation. The reasons are easy to detail in the specific MHD 
case, but it should be noted that the general point of trans
forming a high temperature "thermal" fusion output into a 
slightly lower temperature ''directed'' plasma jet has pro
found theoreticar implications. I 

Beam weapons and ICF 
An important point not reviewed by Dr. Nuckolls is the 

close connection between ICF and the entire beam-weapons 
technology of energy concentration-pulsed power. One 
leading member of the President's special task force on beam 
weapons stated to this author last May that "ICF is in the bag, 
given the President's beam weapon program." The beam
weapon program is directed toward developing efficient high
power lasers and particle beams, which are the drivers for 
inertial fusion. 

CORRECTION: Due to a production error, the 
following map appeared with an incorrect key in our 
Oct. 25 Special Report. The map should be read as 
follows: 

Deployment of Soviet ICBMs and IRBMs 

1 C ICBM concentration and range 

! iii IRBM concentrations and range 
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